notting hill and ealing high school

Going to the Baths
Aseese Nannar and Ally Fowle
On Monday the 6th of July, the

However, it was warm, tasted of

Year 10 Latin classes took a trip to

metal, and according to multiple

Bath in order to study the Romans

girls, was judged “rank”. After

and their lifestyles in Btritain. We

leaving the museum we were

arrived at Paddington Station

given 40 minutes to have lunch

promptly at 8:40am and boarded

and explore the town, meeting

our train to Bath at 9. The train

back at Jo Malone (classic

journey took about an hour and

NHEHS) to continue our

half, but it was definitely worth

educational trip.

travelling the long distance when
we finally stepped from the station

We then walked briskly to the

and into the town of Bath.

Bath Fashion Museum (which
we were a bit surprised to be

On leaving the station, we went

visiting, due to the fact that

immediately to the Roman Baths

there was nothing there to do

and waited eagerly to get inside;

with Latin) but nonetheless we

even the slight drizzle failing to

had a fun time, with highlights

dampen our spirits. Once inside

including Mr Smith trying on a

the museum we split into groups

Victorian bonnet. After our

and went off to find information

quick, yet banterful time, at the

for our assigned projects – for

museum, we then left the

example, one group had to look

glorious town of Bath and

for details on the topic of ‘Roman

headed back home

lifestyle and fitness’. We spent a
solid hour in the museum and we

We arrived back at Paddington

all managed to find relevant

tired but full to the brim with

information which we could then

Roman culture and stories to tell

put into our projects.

our parents when we got home.
On behalf of the students who
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The museum also offered samples

went on the trip we’d like to

of Bath’s famous “healing water”

thank Miss Nicoll for organising

filled with lots of minerals.

such a great day.

Year 8 Spanish Trip to Avila
Dhruti Vijay and Amira Nuseibeh

On Friday 26th of June, 41 girls

for the weekend.

from Year 8, all students of

aerobics (instructions in
Spanish) and creating (in

Spanish, arrived in Madrid and

Not everyone was pleased when

Spanish of course) our own TV

completely embarrassed the

we eventually got there on

adverts. On Sunday we had an

teachers by clapping when the

discovering that ‘creatures’

awesome water fight, and we

plane landed. We were clearly

could crawl into our tents.

also watched everyone’s

very excited, which meant we

However, after getting past all

adverts in the evening.

said ¡Hola! to every passing

the complaining, we had an

person. We then had another

amazing dinner, and were soon

The next day, on our way back

two‐hour journey , which would

looking forward to the

to the airport, we visited

take us to the city of Avila.

jam‐packed day to follow.

Madrid, and saw many of the

On arrival the teachers bought us

We were split into groups, and

was an amazing opportunity,

all ice creams and we went on a

each group did different

and although we had to battle

short tour around Avila, one of

activities. Some of our favourite

many insects, we learnt lots of

the most memorable sights being

were: a walk through the village,

Spanish vocabulary, and we

the Cathedral of St. Teresa. We

following directions in Spanish

would like to thank Miss Webb,

then boarded the coach again to

(some groups got incredibly

Miss Genge and Miss. Lowen,

go to the Gredos Centre, our

lost); a cookery course (we

for making it possible and

accommodation ‘under canvas’

made Spanish omelettes);

coming with us.

famous sights. This whole trip
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Year 11 Thorpe Park Trip
Christine Maynard
On the 19th June, all GCSES finished, Year 11 left school for a day at
Thorpe Park. This trip is now a post‐exam tradition for our Year 11
students and is a wonderful opportunity to clear the head and help
us all let off steam.

Sports Day 2015

We were blessed with lovely weather and even a coach delay on the
return journey couldn’t spoil the day. It turned into a bonus by giving

Games organised by sixthformers at lunchtime
included tug‐of‐war

us an extra hour to enjoy the Park.
Staff and students alike are grateful to Ms Hunt for supporting this
day out. We all loved it!

Play the Game!
Phil Nelkin

... egg and spoon races

This year girls in Ms Baboolall’s

The UK has the third largest

Year 9 classes have been

game industry in the world and

learning how to design and build

it’s an area that also interests

games. They have also entered

some of our A Level Computing

a number of game / APP

students. The profits of

competitions.

Britain's computer game
industry now exceeded those

We recommend Gamemaker,

from its film industry and we

which you can download for

soon hope to see our creative

free, and which enables you to

girls as world leaders in this 21st

realise your design and actually

Century industry.

... and sack races

build a game.
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Junior MUN
Lauren Eells

Sixth Form Induction
GCSE’s completed Year 11 came back to school
for their Sixth Form Induction Programmes.
They spent the first day zooming down zip wires,
climbing Jacob’s ladder, working together and

In July we took 16 girls from

extremist, anti‐Muslim

getting to know their new Tutors and Tutor

Year 7 and 8, who had never

sentiment in Europe.

Groups.

been to an MUN conference
Tracey Hobbs

before, to the Royal Grammar

Our girls were absolutely

School Guildford for an exciting

fantastic . Ines Mubgar Spencer

day of debate and discussion.

and Ella Campbell were named

As this was a junior conference

Distinguished Delegates; Ines for

the day began with mini ‘how

representing Russia in the

to’ sessions on debate

Security Council and Ella for

etiquette, resolution writing

representing Ukraine in the

and lobbying technique.

Disarmament Committee.
Highly Commended Delegate

The theme of the conference

awards went to Anouska Lee

was terror, with 86 students

Gupta who represented Russia

from seven schools,

in the Disarmament Committee

representing 23 UN member

and Margot Pue who

states, spread out across four

represented Israel in the Human

Mellow Farm

committees, debating a range

Rights Committee.

Year 7 spent the day at Mellow Farm near

keepers for the purpose of

We were also delighted, in this

Farnham. As well as an opportunity to look

counter terrorism; weapons of

our team’s very first conference,

around a modern farm and consider topics such

mass destruction in the hands

to scoop, the two most

as land use and conservation, they were able to

of non‐state actors; and the use

prestigious awards:

see some of the river formations they have

of sanctions to combat Islamic

Distinguished Delegation for the

studied in class, make some sketches and

State.

girls who represented Russia

of questions: deploying peace

measure the slope of a field with clinometers
they had made themselves.
Louise O’Leary
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(Anouska Lee Gupta, Aemaan
As well as working in their

Khan, Hannah Schroeder and

Committees the girls took part

Ines Mubgar Spencer) and

in a fast‐paced General

Highly Commended Delegation

Assembly where the delegates

won by the representatives of

debated an emergency

Israel; Margot Pue, Serena Kalsi

resolution designed to combat

and Ambar Minhas.

Year 4 Visit the Art Studio
Elisa Cagnino

The Senior School Art

The girls were very excited to be

The work the Year 4 girls created

Department welcomed Year 4

in the Studio, especially as work

was very impressive. They

students from the NHEHS Junior

done by some of our GCSE

produced their own designs and

School to the Studio to decorate

students was on display. They

used bright and vibrant colours

kites.

were particularly enthralled by

and shapes, giving a

Rebecca Eccles’s amazing

contemporary twist to the art of

The girls have been learning

newspaper dress and they were

kite decoration.

about India, and its culture and

thrilled to think that in not so

art, this term and they were

many years, they would have the

Their enthusiasm was infectious

encouraged to use designs based

opportunity to produce work like

and we were all smiling for days

on traditional Indian patterns.

this.

afterwards!

events that can have a big impact

exceptional talent across all year

of final scores held right at the

groups and the final points were

end of term. Sports Day, where

crucial in deciding the overall

every girl who took part

House winner this year.

House Competition
Harriet Hardy

contributed to the overall score
for their House, was particularly

The final House scores went into

exciting and hotly contended with

the tens of thousands and were

Eliot winning first place overall.

extremely close with only 56
points between first and second

This has been a thrilling term for

The House Music Festival came

place but the House with the

House competitions with big

next and showcased some

most amount of points for this
academic year is… Eliot!
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Sports Day
The Sports Department organised a great day of athletics for the whole school at the Perivale Athletics Track.
There was a full programme of track and field events with girls competing in House teams in high jump, long
jump, triple jump, discus, javelin and shot as well as races over hurdles, 100m, 200m,300m, 800m and
1500m and four by four 100m relays. The sixth form expertly co‐ordinated popular traditional games at
lunchtime and the day finished with staff teams taking on the fastest four‐by‐four relay teams in a race that
produced what was probably the closest finish of the afternoon.

Sports Day

Junior Maths Challenge
Helen Critcher

In May, all of Year 8 and about twenty Year 7 students took part in the Junior Maths Challenge. They did
extremely well, achieving a grand total of 74 certificates (15 more than last year!).
Overall they were awarded 12 gold, 32 silver and 30 bronze certificates.
The gold certificate winners were: Diana Razlog (Best in School & Best in Year 7), Mithra Kumaran (Best in Year 8)
Elizabeth Williams, Issey Blackwell, Maia Davies, Serena Kalsi, Anastasia Mueller. Amanda Mawson‐Smith,
Chloe Braganca Vasconcelos, Kate Pygram, Madeleine Gibbard and Thushika Ravichandran
As a result of doing so well, Mithra, Diana and Chloe qualified for the Junior Kangaroo– the first time this
competition has been set. All went on to be awarded certificates and Diana was awarded a Certificate of Merit.

GDST Sixth Form Prizes
Annabelle Minkova (Year 13) has won this year’s Frederica Lord Scholarship which she will hold throughout her
three years of undergraduate study. The Scholarship is specifically intended to encourage students to benefit
from the broader range of university experience such as travel, societies, and other wider intellectual pursuits.
Academic results and contribution to school life are both considered for this scholarship, one of the GDST’s most
prestigious awards, which is made to only one student across the whole GDST each year.
Georgia Lyons (Year 12) is one of the winners of this years’ GDST Pearson and Silver Awards. These prizes are
awarded to sixthformers at GDST schools who show academic excellence in classical subjects, a commitment to
study a classical subject at university and an all round contribution to school life. Prize winners use their award
to help finance a course (often a residential summer course) in a classical subject.

Backstage Pass

Off the Page
There was great excitement at NHEHS as Jodi
Picault, international bestselling author of 23
novels, along with her daughter Samantha van
Leer visited us right after half term for the UK
The Backstage Pass scheme is

This term Backstage Passes

launch of their new book, Off the Page. Jodi’s

run by the Drama Department

have been awarded to:

books have sold 40 million copies worldwide

to train girls in lighting, sound

Level Two: Amrita Arneja,

and this is the second book she has written with

and costume skills. Once

Arabella Peak‐Smylie,

Samantha.

qualified they can support

Caitlin Brazell, Milli Datta,

productions, extra‐curricular

Jennifer Wong,

Students in Years 7, 8, and 9 had been eagerly

drama and safely use our

Level One: Hannah Schroeder,

awaiting the mother‐daughter team. Jodi and

equipment (here they are seen

Elizabeth Nandra, Grace

Samantha gave gripping, dramatic readings

on the tension grid that

Sergeant, Georgia Coleman,

from Off the Page which explores what happens

provides access to the lights

Ambar Minhas, Nina Goodland

when a character in a book manages to come

high above the studio theatre.)

and Isabella Stevens

‘off the page’ and into the real world. They
then answered a range of questions from the

Visitors from Beijing No 80 High School

girls dealing with both the theme of the book
and the mechanics of writing it. Some of the
girls were amazed that Samantha had spent a
whole summer with her mother in their attic, 8
hours a day, writing this book. ‘Didn’t you feel
like you missed out on the summer?’ one girl
asked.
Afterwards, Jodi and Samantha smiled and
chatted as they signed copies of their book for a
huge queue of girls, many of whom were
already confirmed fans, but all of whom

We were delighted to welcome visitors from Beijing No 80 High

couldn't wait to get reading!

School where our girls have been guests on several occasions. We are
setting up a formal link with School 80 and planning a student

Chin Hwa Myatt

exchange programme, starting with Chinese students visiting us in
January 2016, and NHEHS girls visiting China in October 2016. If you
would like to hear more about this partnership and the exchange
programme please contact Mrs Katie Swift on k.swift@nhehs.gdst.net
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Year 10 Enrichment Week
After their June Examinations Year 10 Have a week ‘off‐timetable’
to explore careers, develop some useful skills, plan for the sixth
form and to discover more about the world of work.

Model UN
Grace Hoffman, Amelia Gorniok
& Anishaa Pattani
This session was designed to help us develop
useful skills for when we have to speak in public
or have to put forward and defend our ideas.
First we had to prepare our resolutions within
our Committee. As we were in the Politics
Committee, we had to write resolutions
regarding the Nepal earthquake and women in
politics. Once we had written these, we had to

Sixth Form Taster Day

After a second taster lesson

try and make allies with other countries who

Matilda Milward & Paloma Lefevre

(English Language for me) we
all eagerly headed back to the

supported our views. This was easier for the
Today we got to experience school

Sixth Form Centre for lunch.

differently, attending taster

We had all heard the rumours

lessons including some in

about the famous cooking in

After break, the debates started and were full of

subjects that aren’t taught in

the Sixth Form Cafe and were

enthusiastic arguments. We most enjoyed the

Year 10 such as psychology, history

delighted as smells of lentils,

debate about women in politics because all of

of art or economics.

rice, and pesto paninis wafted

topic of the Nepal earthquake because most
countries agreed to help .

throughout the air.

the countries had their own views which created
more debate and more of an exciting

The day began with breakfast in

atmosphere. In the afternoon, Miss Eells called

the sixth form common room and a

After lunch, which was

us into the main Hall for an emergency debate

talk form Mrs Irwin and the Head

delicious and with so much

regarding North Korea bombing South Korea. All

Girl Team sharing advice on

choice, we were all excited to

of the countries went off in groups to write

choosing A Levels and sixth form

get to our final lessons.

resolutions for the debate . Japan’s resolution

life in general. After this talk

Sometimes the subject was

was picked and we spent the rest of the

everybody went to their first taster

new but the style of teaching

afternoon discussing how to solve the issue and

lesson, in my case, economics.

was also different and we

help South Korea.

After break we had another talk

really enjoyed these lessons. It

this time from two NHEHS Old Girls

was a great day and a really

Overall, we thought it was a really good

who talked about university

important experience as it

experience and learnt the importance of

applications and life after NHEHS.

showed us all what the sixth

compromise when solving thorny issues.

They put everything into

form will actually be like and

perspective and we loved hearing

gave us all something to look

about their experiences.

forward too.
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Year 10 Enrichment Week
Our last task for the day was
similar to one from
‘The Apprentice’ – possibly
because it was ordered by
Sir Alan’s younger brother,
Sir Darren Sugar (cue cringing
throughout the Hall.) The job was
simple – create a holder for new
mobile phone loyalty card. We
were given a budget of £5 to buy
supplies. We then had to
produce these holders in a set
time, sell them to Sir Sugar, and
use the profit to buy more
supplies to make more – it was an
through a non‐profit making

endless cycle. The Hall was filled

organisation. We had to create

with girls pushing and barging

Enriched
Entrepreneurs try
Entertaining Enterprise

a poster to advertise this and

into the queue to sell their

present it to our peers. Two

products in the limited time. We

Maya Dhillon & Aarti Agarwarl

winners were chosen

all got very into it, and during the

although some groups felt hard‐

last ten seconds of the task,

done‐by not to be among them.

people in classes on the floor

On the Thursday of Enrichment Week
we had an Enterprise Day run by
Bright Futures. Having been kept in

Next our teams were handed

the dark about what this day would

card, scissors, a marble, glue

hold, we ambled into the Hall, eager

and pens and the instructions

to begin the day awaiting us. We

to create a new,

were randomly split into teams of

environmentally friendly ride

five or six – which at first seemed

for the well‐known theme park,

frustrating to us all but as Ben (our

‘Bolton Towers.’ The winner

Enterprise leader) pointed out, in

was the group who made the

the future we may not be working

ride last the longest. The

with our best friends and that we

judging of this competition left

would have to get over it and get the

a lot of tension in the air as it

job done.

seemed all the rollercoasters
broke down at the point of

Our teamwork skills were trialled
when we were given the task of
creating a scheme to help a less
fortunate group in society (the elderly,

judging, with all of us assuring
the judges that the rides did
work ,despite how it might
appear .....

above said that our panicked
screams could be clearly heard.
After a hard day at the office,
Year 10 learnt the values essential
to being an entrepreneur.
Teamwork, confidence, a burning
passion and communication were
key. And it also helped if you
were competing for sweets… The
day had definitely brought out
our entrepreneurial spirit and we
felt ready for competition in the
cut throat business world.
Expect to see us all on the next
series of ‘The Apprentice…’

poor, unemployed, or homeless)
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GDST MFL Spelling Bee at Croydon High
Daphne Argyropoulos
the Croydon High sixth formers

Croydon! The NHEHS Year 8 team

had completed our tour the

came second in Spanish, French and

Year 9 teams were taken to their

German, and the Year 9 Spanish team

respective rooms for

also came second.

competitions in Spanish and
German, passing the Year 8s as we

We all received participation

On Monday 22nd of June, three

went. We hurriedly exchanged

certificates and our second place

girls from each year (Year 8 and

tips, congratulations and

winners were also presented

Year 9) and each language set out

well‐wishes as we crossed in the

with medals, and that was our

for Croydon High School, to

hallways of the school.

cue to return home.

GDST schools in the GDST

The pressure was on. The MFL

We would like to send our thanks

Modern Foreign Languages

teachers of Croydon High

to Croydon High for hosting the

Spelling Bee.

reminded us of the rules of the Bee

event and to all the MFL teachers

and then we were up. Each

from NHEHS for accompanying us.

compete against eight other

As we drove, there were words

participant had one minute to

in all three languages flying

translate and spell as many words

around the minibus, as we

as they could in their foreign

nervously fitted in a bit of

language. A couple of hours later

last‐minute practise. When we

the Bee had finished and we were

arrived at Croydon High we

treated to a delicious indoor

huddled in the assembly hall,

barbecue lunch.

doing even more practise before

Our teams were :
Y8 German: Bethan Davies,
Josshika Nanthakumaran,
Emily Greenup
Y9 German: Elizabeth Down,
Rachel Pearson,
Sharuka Ravichandran

After lunch, awards were given out

Y8 French: Mithra Kumaran,

to the top three schools in each

Ellen Vince, Ahana Hundal

While Year 8 were led to their

year group and language. The

Y8 Spanish: Dhruti Vijay,

competitions – Spanish, French

winners of third place varied, but a

Jenny Read, Samar Al Hadad

and German – Year 9 were given

recurring theme was NHEHS for

Y9 Spanish: Annabelle Sanders,

a brief tour of the school. Once

second place and for first place

Daphne Argyropoulos, Umah Shah

we were told the day’s schedule.

C3L6 Chemistry
Philip Sheldon
Who would volunteer to take another exam, just one week after the AS exams have finished? The answer is
no‐one, but nine Year 12 girls were successfully cajoled into attempting the seriously challenging paper of the
Cambridge C3L6 Chemistry Competition.
This Competition aims to stretch and challenge Year 12 students ,taking them significantly beyond the syllabus
and encouraging them to think about science in the way they would at university.
Congratulations to Sarah Ashraf who obtained a Copper Award, Emma Claxton, Pooja Gupta and Amy Swift who
obtained Silver Awards and to Rebecca Yates and Catherine Farrow for their Golds.

Imperial War Museum Trip
Kitty Scales

TODTWD
On 16 June girls from Year 8 took part in the
national ‘Take Our Daughters to Work
Day’ (TODTWD), a scheme recognised by many
UK employers and designed to promote
awareness amongst girls of the diversity of the
Year 9 enjoyed ‘Fashion on the

newly opened and

working world. This was the first time Notting

Ration’ with innovative wedding

inspirationally curated World

Hill and Ealing had taken part and the day was

dresses and nighties made from

War One galleries which tell

organised to follow on from the Real Game

silk map material at the Imperial

the story of the First World

which had been played by Year 8 in school at

War Museum earlier this term.

War through the lives of those

the start of the Summer Term.

who experienced it both on the
We were also enthralled by the

front line and at home.

The aim of the day was to contrast some of the
ideas about the world of work and time
management explored in the Real Game with

Winners Once Again

the reality of the workplace. Girls recorded

Alex smith

recollections and experiences of the day in their
TODTWD booklets which will provide a useful
have scooped top awards in the

reminder of their experiences.

2015 Minimus Film competition.
Experience of the world of work beyond school
The judges said of the North

helps girls to form an understanding of career

Ealing entry (a winner in the

opportunities, of life‐skills and work‐related

group DVD competition) “The

skills, of the responsibilities and experiences of

young actors engaged their

adult life and about equality of opportunity.

audience with their costumes,

Ms Lowen and Mrs Maynard are very grateful

with their props and, most

to all parents for supporting the scheme by

importantly, with their

allowing their daughters’ to accompany them to

enthusiasm. The sixthformers

work and learn some of these things at first

evidently brought out their

hand.

willingness to do their very
Our sixth form Classics students

best.” They commented that

have pulled it off again! The films

choosing a winner had been

produced by this year’s team and

hard and that the NHEHS Junior

their students at NHEHS Junior

School team should be very

School and North Ealing Primary

proud indeed of their runner up

Christine Maynard

prize.
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Charlotte Grimwade Does the Roman world have
more similarities or differences
t o our own?

8

Years 5, 6 and 7 do Maths
Helen Critcher

Learning Amazons
As part of the school‐wide effort to promote
challenge, academic rigour and resilience, Year 8
were invited to become Learning Amazons.
They were presented with a range of broad,
open‐ended questions and those wishing to take
part chose one question and researched their
answer, in their own time. The message was:
this is a project about taking ownership of your
own learning; trial and error and academic
courage are crucial.

In June, my Year 7 maths class
had the pleasure of the whole
of Years 5 and 6 visiting them
(on separate days!) to take part

On 1 July, eight girls presented their findings to

in some mathematical

the whole of Year 7 and Year 8 and a feedback

activities.

panel of staff. It was a fantastic event . The girls
presented with confidence and clarity and
fully engaged their audience, as evidenced by
the high volume of questions they took. The
panel were joined by sixth form EPQ student
Luka Wilcockson. The EPQ (Extend Project
Qualification) emphasises original research,
academic rigour and requires a final
presentation, so is a similar undertaking, making
Luka’s insights particularly welcome.

Our visitors enjoyed following
a maths trail around the school

Here are some of the

and solved some problems

maths trail questions:

from the United Kingdom

Who was the Head Girl

Maths Trust Primary Team

exactly 10 years ago?

Challenge. All of the teachers
involved were so impressed by

The maths classrooms are all

their enthusiasm and effort.

numbered. Write down the
numbers of the maths rooms

Here are some of the

The panel were hugely impressed by the girls’
academic courage, lateral thinking, ability to
think on their feet about challenging questions,
and personal curiosity and commitment to
something outside of their curriculum.

comments my Year 7 class
made about their experience of
hosting the event:

What is Art for?
Is psychology a useful science?
What is Art for ?
What is the point of zero?
Where is the fold in History?
Is Christopher Columbus
Over‐rated ?
Charlotte Grimwade Does the Roman world have
more similarities or differences to our own?
Ines Mugab‐Spencer Which political issue is most
important to you?

Kitty Scales

At lunchtime, how much
would it cost to have the ‘wok
bowl’ and a muffin?

‘The Year 5s were keen, clever,

How old (to the nearest year)

excited and funny’

is the Science block?

‘I enjoyed helping the Year 5s.

What shape is the gate by

The only problem I had was I

the pond?

was a bit unsure of how to help

The code for the lock on the

them without giving them the

door by the swimming pool is

answer when they were stuck’

a 4 digit number. If you were

Our Learning Amazons are:
Samar Khan
Dhruti Vijay
Grace Reid
Aemaan Khan
Pandora Jones
Grace Pang

which are SQUARE numbers.

trying to get in by guessing,
‘The Year 6s loved finding their

how many possible numbers

way around the school on the

might you have to try?

trail’

Secret Electronic Agents
Jasmine Baldock and Ayesha Sehgal
hacking using raspberry pi’s and

apprenticeship schemes. It was

learning about servers and how

really interesting to work with

security systems differ. Then

people who had been where we

over the course of the four days

are, only a few years ago.

there was a competition
between the groups designed to

On the last evening, there was a

be like a secret mission (the

dinner and other guests included

course was partly designed by

managers from companies and

GCHQ and QinetiQ a British

directors from various university

This month, we were lucky enough

multinational defence technology

engineering departments. They

to attend a course in electronic

company). The course also

looked at the work we had done,

engineering at the University of

introduced different areas of

and we were able to talk to them

Portsmouth. It was organised by

both electronic engineering and

some more about what it is like

the Smallpeice Trust and attended

cyber security engineering, and

working in the jobs they do,

by Year 10 students from different

new skills such as basic hacking

which was fun as well as being

schools around the country.

and building circuits. It also

great advice for the future.

emphasised aspects of the adult
The course lasted four days, and we

working environment and

Engineering and computers are

managed to do something different

working with new people.

both things we are interested in

every day. We were split into

going into in the future and we

groups, and over the length of the

We also had the opportunity to

felt that we learnt a lot from the

course we were tasked with

work alongside and talk to

course and have taken away a lot

overcoming challenges to do with

people from GCHQ and QinetiQ.

of new skills which we want to

cyber security and engineering.

They were able to tell us about

develop . We would both jump

pathways into entering the

at the chance to go on another

On our first day, we worked in our

engineering workplace, such as

course!

groups learning different ways of

university degrees and

GDST Modern Languages Prize
Anna Romero Wiltshire
Congratulations to Maya Dhillon who has been awarded this year’s Anne Hogg Modern Foreign Languages Prize.
The prize was established with the generous support of Dr. Anne Hogg, a former Chairman of the Council of the
GDST and a linguist with a keen interest in the Hispanic languages. It is awarded to recognise the work of pupils
in Year 10, who are taking two or more modern foreign languages. (Maya is awarded her prize for work in
Spanish and Mandarin.)
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Parents’ Guild Summer Events
Michelle Levman

Summer Barn Dance

Junior School Events

Saturday 27th June was a

This year’s Junior disco for

perfect, balmy summer's evening

Years 1‐6 had a beach theme.

and the Parents’ Guild hosted a

The girls enjoyed it

wonderful "al fresco" BBQ meal

tremendously, letting their hair

and a lively Barn Dance in the

down (literally!) and dancing to

beautiful setting of the Senior

all their favourite hits.

School gardens and Hall.
Our final event of the year was
Parents from the Junior and

the Junior School Fun Day.

Senior School were joined by

Junior School girls showcased

some ‘new parents’ whose

their work and we enjoyed

daughters are due to join us in

music and dance displays,

September and we all mingled,

various stalls and activities:

socialised, sipped Pimms,

craft, tombolas, inflatable fun,

enjoyed an outdoor summer

and delicious food, drink and

feast and tapped our toes to a

ice cream.

live band and caller.
The Parents' Guild would like to thank all our girls, parents and staff
in the Junior and Senior Schools for their support and enthusiasm
throughout the year. We hope you all have an enjoyable summer.
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Economics Society
James Adams
to the financial crisis in 2008.

The Economics Society invited
Professor Steve Keen of
Kingston University to give a talk
to Year 12 students entitled
'Economics Beyond the Straight
and Narrow'.
Steve is a world leading
heterodox economist and a vocal
critic of the dominant
mainstream economic models
and thinking which contributed

His talk was challenging but

Year 11 Work Experience

fascinating and gave the

From 22‐26 June, Year 11 undertook their

students an interesting insight

Work Experience Week. Our students had

into what it might be like to

arranged their placements through networking

study Economics at degree

with family and friends, and they were working

level, as well as providing a

in a range of organisations and companies

different perspective on how

from primary schools to media production

our economies function.

companies and law firms to retail giants. All
offered fantastic opportunities to learn about

He also gave some expert

the world of work and the girls were well

analysis on the ongoing Greek

Prepared, having taken part in a programme

financial crisis, particularly

designed to help them get the most out of the

interesting as he is a friend of

experience earlier in the term.

Yanis Varoufakis, the Greek
Finance Minister at the heart

A couple of weeks later, during their Sixth

of the negotiations.

Form Induction Programme. all the girls
attended a Work Experience Debriefing. It was
a lively, exciting session, particularly when they

Debate Chamber
Kitty Scales

heard about the responses to telephone calls
their Tutors had made to their placements
during the week to check all was proceeding

Year 5 pupils from Southfields Primary, St Pauls and The Grange

well. It was also delightful to hear directly

Primary joined us at NHEHS for a Young Thinkers workshop.

what the girls had learnt and the challenges
that they had faced.

The workshop was designed to teach the skills of argumentation
and debate which are useful for not only public speaking and

We are very grateful for the support families

debating, but encourage logical and critical thinking skills. The

and friends have given to our Year 11 girls in

workshop was run with the help of the company Debate Chamber.

enabling them to undertake work experience.
It is important that they learn from this

Everyone had the chance to take part in debates and discussions,

week and, not least, learn how to build further

on questions such as ‘Do animals have rights?’, ‘Is it okay to steal if

work shadowing and work experience into the

you are poor and hungry and trying to feed your family?’, or classic

years ahead. In a recent article on work

ethical dilemmas like ‘Can it ever be acceptable to torture or kill

experience, Fiona Kendrick a Commissioner at

one person if it saves many other lives?’, and contemporary

UK Commission for Employment and Skills

political questions for example ‘Should prisoners have the right to

(UKCES) remarked that ‘... we know from

vote?’.

employers that experience of the world of
work is their number one ‘ask’ when

Our guests enjoyed the afternoon and we are grateful to girls from
Year 8 who acted as hosts and helped us to make them welcome.

recruiting’.

Christine Maynard
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Year 12 / 13
Rebecca Irwin

When Year 12 return to school
in July, after their AS Level
exams, they begin preparation

Teacher Award

for their final year at school.

We are delighted that Ms Teusink has been
awarded a Teacher’s Prize for her work with
students who entered the Mayor of London’s
Fourth Plinth Competition. (You will has seen in

As well as lessons which make
a start on Year 13 work this is
also an important time for
university planning.

a previous newsletter that two of our students
won prizes in this prestigious London wide
competition to design works of art to appear on
Trafalgar Square’s vacant fourth plinth.)

Our busy UCAS day launches
them on their next step into
Higher Education with sessions
on applying for internships,

The prize recognises the important role teachers
play in making this competition a success. It
considers the work they do as reflected in
student’s use of innovative use of materials and
looks for evidence of wide discussion about the
idea of the Fourth Plinth which inspires students
and helps them realise their creative vision.
Sophie Plowden

skills seminars that will help
them with drafting their
Personal Statements and
meetings with their Personal
Statement Mentors to make
sure that the drafting process
is well underway.
There is also a special day of
Oxbridge preparation with
seminars on ‘tackling
challenging questions’, mock
interview preparation,
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admissions test preparation
and an individual mock
interview with feedback.
A whole week is taken ‘off‐
timetable’ with girls beginning
research for their Extended
Project Qualification (EPQ),
working on the school
magazine and attending
university open days, taster
days and conferences.
The girls also find time to
begin their duties as Subject
Secretaries, play a key role in
helping younger girls enjoy
Sports Day and step up to
begin leading their school.

Philae and the Toy Duck
Philip Sheldon
back to Earth. She described the
amazing technique in which the
spacecraft was slung multiple
times between Earth and Mars so
that it could be sufficiently
accelerated each time by the
planets’ gravities to achieve the
velocity of 775m/s relative to the
comet needed to make the
rendezvous after an 11 year
voyage. The mission scientists
were dismayed to discover that
A comet is a dirty lump of ice.

arrived five minutes late at our

the comet was irregularly

Typically, its orbit is extremely

destination, but fortunately the

shaped, roughly like a toy duck,

elliptical so that at its furthest point,

organisers waited for us as the

causing problems for selecting a

it is right in the outer reaches of the

largest school group. It felt like

landing site.

solar system and undetectable. At

we had returned to our origins in

their closest to the sun, where the

the Oort Cloud as we sat down in

gravitational attraction and

the blessedly air‐conditioned

temperature are at their maxima,

lecture theatre.

some comets produce spectacular

Professor Grady’s humanity
shone through as she recalled
the ups and downs, emotional
and literal of the Philae Probe

trails of dust and clouds as ice

We were treated to a superbly

landing and the excitement of its

sublimes and superheated steam

communicated lecture from

very recent reawakening as it

erupts from surface pits.

Professor Monica Grady, a

approaches the sun, allowing the

scientific advisor to one of the

solar panels to recharge its

But for the ice, a comet at its

teams behind one of the

batteries. She showed us pictures

perihelion is how I looked and felt at

instruments on the Philae Probe.

taken from the probe showing

16.00 on 1st July, the hottest July

Our appetites had already been

rock formations and landscapes

day on record, as Mrs Cramner and I

whetted by an assembly given by

that were remarkably similar to

herded a group of enthusiastic

Ms Hunt in December which

those found on Earth – not what

Year 10 girls, already steaming from

featured a You Tube clip of

one might expect from a toy‐

their English controlled assessments

mission control during the

duck‐shaped lump of floating ice.

earlier that afternoon, down

landing in which Professor Grady

Castlebar Hill, leaving in our wake

was the undoubted star.

trails of dust and evaporated

Staff and students had a real
treat hearing from this

perspiration. We had little more

This probe, named by Professor

inspirational woman. We eagerly

than one hour in which to reach

Grady, was launched from the

await the moment when Rosetta

Imperial College.

Rosetta spacecraft to Comet

is manoeuvred into a position

67PChuryumov Gerasimenko

from which it can transmit

We were joined by Year 12

where the plan was to land and

detailed data from Philae back to

students at Ealing Broadway and

relay scientific data via Rosetta

Earth.

Ms Hunt greeted us, as we
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Water Polo
Rob Bent

This year has seen a marked

quite taken aback by the speed

game by a very late goal but we

improvement in the water polo

and strength of the girls who we

still managed fifth position—very

teams at NHEHS. We have moved

played against – water polo was

good for our first year of

on from playing the mini polo

living up to its reputation as a

competition.

rules to a higher level and com‐

rough game for tough girls! But

peting in the English Schools

our teams rose to the occasion

The girls who played in the teams

Swimming Association (ESSA)

and eventually started

were Rinda Naresh, Uma Shah,

water polo tournament.

penetrating the defence with

Olivia Williams, Phyllis Keen,

Our girls absolutely love the sport

some magnificent goals, which

Nathalie Wickremeratne, Arabella

and really have been committed

lifted their spirits and convinced

Peak Smylie, Issy Blackwell, Imogen

to training. The aim was to make

them that they could achieve if

Barter, Jenny Read, Cleo Cooper,

an impact in this their first year in

they applied the effort and

Anika Dhawan, Amy Turner,

the competition, and they did just

studied the game in more depth.

Cameron Thomas, Hermione
Morris, Jasmin Hall, Sascha Ootam,

that by qualifying for the National
finals in two of the age groups

The U16 final was played at

Rosie Bettis, Saffron Andreae,

entered.

Oundle School in Peterborough in

Anna Dobson, Ella Valero, Ellie

March. We had a slow start but

Cooper, Amelia Adams, Frankie

Having begun in January with

improved as the tournament

Vale, Georgia Killick, Simran Sandu

three different age groups U14,

went on. We played very well

Hutchinson, Ella Wilson, Sacha

U16, U18, we made a very good

and the girls managed to finish in

Parkinson, Imogen Keen, Pooja

start to the competition with all

fifth position, which was a great

Gupta, Ele Love and Jessica Brisley.

the teams. We began our

achievement.
Now that the sport is firmly

campaign at Alleyns school in
Dulwich. Alleyn’s are the 2014

The second final was played at

established at NHEHS we have

National Champions in the ESSA

Northampton Boys school in May.

invested in new water polo

water polo competition and we

We had a more experienced team

equipment required for the higher

were eager to meet them and

out for this one, as some of the

level version of the game we now

gain experience of the new rules,

girls had previously played in the

play and we hope to make an even

larger goals and pool layout used

U16 team. We were very unlucky

greater impact in the years to

at this level of competition. It

to miss out on fourth position

come…watch this space.

was an eye‐opener and I was

getting beaten in the third

